EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES) has partnered with the Retail Industry Leaders Association, Atlas Public Policy, and David Gardiner and Associates (DGA) to assess the market and current barriers for electric trucks and charging infrastructure within the retail sector. This joint initiative assesses the market landscape, challenges, and opportunities for electric truck and passenger charging infrastructure adoption among retailers and their transportation partners.

The project team previously developed an independent total cost of ownership analysis, Assessing Financial Barriers to Adoption of Medium- and Heavy-Duty Electric Vehicles, along with a publicly available total cost of ownership analysis tool, to help retailers better understand options available to them and their transportation providers. As part of this collaboration, the project team also published a brief reflecting interviews with retail and trucking companies that have piloted electric vehicle trucks within their businesses, to assess their perspective on the state of the industry.

In this next phase of the initiative, the project team interviewed utilities, charging station service providers, and non-profits to investigate whom retailers should be engaging as they design, install, and operate fleet and passenger vehicle charging infrastructure at their buildings. The scope of this brief touches on charging infrastructure for light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles. Retailers will also want to provide charging for customers’ personal light-duty vehicles, as passenger vehicle demand is projected to increase in the future. Additionally, retailers are likely to use medium- and heavy-duty vehicles throughout their operations. We concluded that utilities, charging station service providers, retailers’ product suppliers, delivery service providers, and retail customers are the most critical stakeholders to engage. This brief provides important insights for retailers on the key issues they should be discussing with these groups, and why engaging them will benefit retailers’ efforts to design, install, and operate fleet and passenger charging infrastructure.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- The key external stakeholders for retailers to engage during the charging infrastructure development process are utilities, charging station service providers, product suppliers, delivery services providers, and retail customers. These groups provide access to financial incentives, technical
advice, and customer insights.

- Of these stakeholder groups, utilities are the most important because they can provide retailers information about commercial rebates and consulting services that assist with fleet electrification. They are the parties most involved during the entire infrastructure process.

- Early and continuous communication between retailers and utilities is essential for success throughout the process. The utility needs to be aware of where and when fleet charging station installations are happening and plan for any potential utility infrastructure upgrades, especially for medium- and heavy-duty vehicle and Direct Current Fast Charger (DCFC) loads.

- Selecting a charging network service provider who has worked with other retailers on deploying fleet and passenger charging infrastructure within the same business segment such as a fueling station or grocery store is ideal. The charging network service provider’s experience can avoid or forestall technical issues the retailer otherwise would not have anticipated.

- For passenger and fleet charging, charging network service providers offer amenities that benefit customers and retailers. This includes visibility into and control of charging stations to provide real-time data and insights for future planning, syncing with the grid to provide adaptability with time-of-use rates, and allowing customers to use a mobile phone app to manage charging and make payments.

- Since many retailers do not own their delivery vehicles, engaging with their third-party logistics providers about potentially using EVs and the fleet charging options retailers plan to implement at their sites is key. This will allow retailers to meet their internal supply chain targets while reducing fuel and logistics costs for both retailers and supplier fleets.

- As vehicle electrification becomes more commonplace over time, retail customer preferences and charging behavior are likely to change, along with technology availability. Surveying customers regularly to assess their experiences at retail charging locations is key to maintaining a competitive edge in the market.

**INTRODUCTION**

In 2019, battery electric, plug-in hybrid, and hybrid electric vehicles (EVs) made up 1.8 percent of all new vehicle sales, up from 1.6 percent in 2018.2 By 2022, at least seven electric pickup truck models are expected to be available on the market.3 Many states are now adopting stronger emission reduction targets and most analyses of needed reductions to meet mid-century goals, including one by C2ES, show a need for half of new light-duty sales in 2035 to be electric.4 There are now more than 40 models of EVs for consumers to choose from, with 40 additional new battery electric models coming to market by 2025.5,6 Although there are many available EVs and prices are steadily decreasing, many passenger vehicle consumers still cite the lack of charging infrastructure as one of the main reasons for not purchasing a vehicle.7 In the fleet space, truck electrification is an emerging trend as well. In 2018, Walmart announced 30 pre-orders of the Tesla Semi, the Class 8 semi electric truck, making it one of the largest holders of reservations with a total of 45.8 In 2020, UPS committed to purchasing 10,000 EVs from EV company Arrival, as well as completing a minority investment in the company.9

The purpose of this brief is to advise retailers on consulting and engaging key stakeholders as they prepare to install fleet or passenger EV charging infrastructure and the benefits and information they can provide. Retailers and their property partners, who have site control, are key players helping to build more charging infrastructure for fleet and passenger EV drivers across the country.

This brief builds on a previous publication, *Insights on Electric Trucks for Retailers and Trucking Companies*, and provides a collection of learnings C2ES collected from seven interviews with a range of utilities, charging station service providers, and nonprofit organizations. The scope of this brief touches on all applications of charging infrastructure since retailers are likely to use a portfolio of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles within
their supply chains and may consider providing charging services as an additional revenue stream for customers with personal light-duty vehicles. This brief, however, is not intended to identify or suggest how retailers should consider prioritizing which type of charging infrastructure to deploy, or offer a detailed breakdown of different charging infrastructure business models and financial scenarios for site hosts (for a detailed guide on this topic, see Public EV Charging Business Models for Retail Site Hosts). Rather, this brief assumes that EV deployment continues to occur at a rapid pace and further assumes the demand for charging infrastructure also significantly increases over time.

BACKGROUND ON EV INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT

As of April 2020, more than 85,000 public and private EV charging ports are in place across the country. Of these, approximately 64,900 are Level 2 ports and 13,700 are Direct Current Fast Chargers (DCFC) ports. From 2016 to 2020, the number of charging ports grew 154 percent, from approximately nearly 34,000 to more than 85,000. Without major policy changes, by 2030 the number of EV sales is projected to grow rapidly, to 18.7 million vehicles. However, state and federal policies can accelerate these rates of adoption. Charging infrastructure to support these EVs will require an additional 9.6 million charging ports, or about 1.95 ports per EV. These stations will be needed in single family homes, multi-unit dwellings, workplaces, and other public areas. To address this need, both the public and private sectors must play a role in deploying chargers and have already started doing so in recent years.

In the public sector, many states are taking the lead to increase their investments in EVs and the necessary associated charging infrastructure. While California has installed the most charging stations, other states have passed legislation to electrify their highways and thoroughfares or allocated funds from the Volkswagen settlement. For example, New Jersey called for a statewide, public plug-in EV charging system and directed state agencies to develop a plan to install at least 400 public DCFC and 1000 Level 2 charging stations by the end of 2025. In Minnesota, the state is spending $1.4 million on DCFC for its highways and more than $150,000 on Level 2 chargers for public charging, workplaces, and multi-unit dwellings. Nevada is also using $3.7 million to build out its Electric Highway, a connected set of Level 2 chargers and DCFC throughout the state. There are also regional planning efforts such as REV West, where eight western states—Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming—have signed a memorandum of understanding to coordinate infrastructure planning to enable EVs to travel across these signatory states. Many cities are also working to deploy public charging infrastructure. For example, New York City is investing $10 million to develop DCFC hubs, with up to 20 chargers per site, to meet a goal of having 20 percent of its motor vehicle registrations be electric by 2025. In San Francisco, there are 600 public EV charging stations installed within its city limits. Many cities are highly committed to the public health and greenhouse gas emission reduction benefits that come from EVs – they help displace fossil fuel combustion vehicles, which helps cities meet their greenhouse gas emission reduction goals and also reduce criteria air pollutants, which contribute to many public health concerns.

In the private sector, the Volkswagen settlement had jumpstarted charging station buildouts throughout the country when Electrify America, a Volkswagen subsidiary, submitted a National Investment Plan to deploy both Level 2 and DCFC charging stations throughout select cities. Through February 2020, Electrify America has installed more than 400 DCFC stations in 20 months, each capable of charging vehicles up to power levels of 350 kW, even though as of 2020 many EVs cannot receive that much power. Utilities are also playing a role, deploying infrastructure in their local service territories. Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) installed 7,500 Level 2 chargers in multi-unit dwellings and workplaces between 2018 and 2020. Duke Energy is deploying 530 charging stations in Florida for residential and commercial customers through its “Park and Plug” program. Rocky Mountain Power announced in 2020 it will invest $50 million in EV charging infrastructure across Utah, connecting rural areas and enhancing tourism opportunities at national parks and travel destinations. The utility will install DCFC stations along highway and interstate corridors, adding to the previously installed 1,036 Level 2 chargers and 50 DCFC stations. Private sector collaborations are also rolling out charging infrastructure. For example, the National Highway Charging Collaborative, a partnership between charging station company ChargePoint and NATSO (which represents travel plazas and truck stops across the United States) plans to invest $1 billion in capital to install charging stations across 4,000 travel plazas and fuel stops by 2030 to serve highway trav-
TABLE 1: Retail Charging Station Deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>NUMBER OF STATIONS AND LOCATIONS</th>
<th>CHARGING STATION SERVICE PROVIDER PARTNER(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walmart</td>
<td>120+ stations in 34 states</td>
<td>Electrify America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Plans to install stations at 600+ parking spaces in 20+ states</td>
<td>ChargePoint, Electrify America, Tesla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKEA</td>
<td>Stations at 37 stores worldwide</td>
<td>Blink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walgreens</td>
<td>Stations at 400 stores</td>
<td>EVgo, SemaConnect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wawa</td>
<td>32 stations planned by end of 2020</td>
<td>Tesla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheetz</td>
<td>21 stations</td>
<td>Electrify America, EVgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Property Group</td>
<td>645 stations at 110 properties across 20 states</td>
<td>Electrify America, EVgo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retailers and rural communities. Other companies have also been deploying charging stations, particularly in the retail sector. Table 1 summarizes these efforts and the charging station service providers retailers partnered with to install infrastructure at their stores.

There is an increasing trend among retailers to install EV charging as an amenity on their properties. At many headquarters and corporate offices, employees have a place to plug in their passenger vehicles for workplace charging, while at retail store locations customers have a place to charge while visiting their stores. In addition, some retailers are starting to incorporate EVs into their fleets and supply chains, through the use of electric medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, and these can be supported through installing charging infrastructure at locations such as distribution centers. Overall, fleet and passenger vehicle charging infrastructure to support EVs can help retailers meet their own sustainability goals.

RETAILERS’ ENGAGEMENT WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Moving forward on a plan to install EV infrastructure can be challenging for a retailer. Errors can be time-consuming and expensive to fix. Fortunately, retailers do not need to proceed alone. Electric utilities, charging station service providers, product suppliers, delivery services providers, and even store customers can help retailers identify cost-effective solutions and which services to prioritize.

Communicating with each of these groups is a valuable practice because they each provide important pieces of technical feedback to assist retailers. Retailers can obtain information about how much and which type of charging infrastructure their customers and delivery vehicle suppliers need, how to choose the right type of charging equipment suitable for a retailer’s deployment goals, optimal site design, available financial incentives, and observations about the charging experience. Depending on the charging station business model, retailers will also need to discuss the price for charging and coordinate maintenance.

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

Retailers should prioritize consultation with utilities during the charging infrastructure deployment process. Utilities have knowledge about other planned EV charging locations and the necessary power to support the desired charging infrastructure type. Additionally, utilities can offer technical expertise to retailers throughout the design and installation process because they routinely assist others who develop similar projects. Utilities may also offer financial incentives to offset capital costs, which can include broad fleet electrification infrastructure programs that have specific criteria or rebate programs for charging stations installed at businesses.
A natural alignment exists between utilities and those installing charging infrastructure, since vehicle electrification means utilities will be able to sell more electricity. Many utilities are offering commercial rebate programs for vehicle electrification to their customers to incentivize deployment. See Table 2 below for examples of the incentives offered by utilities for Level 2 and DCFC stations. For a resource database of incentives, see the Alternative Fuels Data Center: https://afdc.energy.gov/laws.

Most utilities are also agnostic about the technology a retailer may choose. Some utilities, such as Georgia Power, offer extra services, including step-by-step technical assistance. Georgia Power offers a free consultant service to assist businesses and helps answer general questions they have about electrification. If businesses wish to proceed with installing charging stations, the utility offers turnkey solutions that includes things such as a site assessment, design and permitting, hardware installation, warranty services, and maintenance.6 In addition, local utilities can recommend project developers and contractors.

Utilities also offer insights about the best locations for charging station installations and potential power upgrades that may be needed. If they are not consulted early in the process, they may not have enough lead time to implement the proper power upgrades, which could slow down a retailer’s project. High-speed charging sites can draw a significant amount of power—for example, six 150 kW DCFC stations could use up to one MW, equivalent to the load from a high-rise office building.37 Additionally, utilities still offer advice on smaller scale installations, such as Level 2 chargers.

Figure 1 illustrates PG&E’s EV fleet program.38 The graphic illustrates how an ideal customer (e.g., retailer) would work with a utility during the vehicle fleet electrification process. The utility is involved with initial design, working with the electrical contractor (likely a charging station service provider), constructing electrical infrastructure, and providing other technical expertise essential to the retailer’s project. This flow chart provides an indication of lead time involved in executing a charging station installation project and highlights the importance of communication between the retailers and their utility. From preliminary design to execution, an ideal customer can complete a project between 9 to 13 months.

Many utilities, including PG&E, are assisting local and state governments to achieve their greenhouse gas reduction goals by installing charging infrastructure at customer sites and by providing research about technology needs and options. Research about the technology needs can be a valuable resource for policy makers, customers, and even owners of light-, medium-, and heavy-duty EVs in the region. For example, Southern California Edison (SCE) developed an analysis, Pathway 2045, where it pro-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2: Utility Incentives for Charging Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UTILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento Municipal Utilities District37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountain Power38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Power40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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jected a need to convert 75 percent of the state’s vehicles to EVs to assist the state meet its goal of achieving carbon neutrality by 2045.\textsuperscript{39}

**CHARGING STATION SERVICE PROVIDERS**

**Business Models**

There are two widely used business models for charging station installations on retailers’ sites: Retailers can own and operate the equipment, or retailers can lease the site to a third-party owner-operator. If a retailer is an owner-operator, it purchases the charging equipment from a service provider such as Blink or ChargePoint,\textsuperscript{40} and will then be responsible for construction, installation, coordination with the utility, operating costs, and ongoing maintenance. Outside contractors may need to perform these additional tasks. Additionally, the charging station is typically connected to the retailer’s electricity meter, since it is an additional resource on the property, typically referred to as “behind the meter.” Some utilities may charge retailers that are behind-the-meter demand charges (fees for extended periods of electricity usage, like EV charging.) If a retailer elects to use a third-party owner-operator such as EVgo or Electrify America, the retailer leases space to these service providers, and these third party owner-operators then typically have control over what prices to charge customers at the stations and

---

**FIGURE 1: EV Fleet Electrification Process**

**PG&E EV Fleet electrification process**

**PRELIMINARY DESIGN**

3-5 months

1. **SUBMIT EV FLEET APPLICATION**
   - Consult with your fleet OEM and/or electrical contractor to prepare and complete a PG&E EV Fleet program application pg.e.com/evfleetapp

2. **CUSTOMER INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN**
   - Electrical contractor designs your charging system infrastructure behind-the-meter (BTM), which includes charging stations

3. **PG&E INITIAL DESIGN**
   - PG&E works with you and your electrical contractor on an optimal design

4. **PG&E ESTIMATE**
   - PG&E calculates the time, effort and cost of your build-out (referred to as rough order of magnitude, or ROM)

5. **SIGN CONTRACT**
   - All parties review and approve the proposal. Contract is signed

6. **CUSTOMER BTH CONSTRUCTION PROCESS**
   - Submit/obtain permit from local jurisdiction

**FINAL DESIGN and EXECUTION**

6-8 months

7. **CUSTOMER BEGINS BTH CONSTRUCTION PROCESS**
   - PG&E finalizes TTM design

8. **CUSTOMER COMMISSIONS EVSE EQUIPMENT**
   - Ensure equipment is functioning as intended:
     - Test EVSE for voltage
     - Ensure connectivity to equipment manufacturer network

9. **CUSTOMER BTH CONSTRUCTION**
   - Construct electrical infrastructure behind-the-meter (BTM)
   - Install EVSE/charging equipment
   - Complete municipal inspection(s)

10. **CUSTOMER TTM CONSTRUCTION**
    - PG&E constructs utility infrastructure, installs meter and makes any necessary transformer upgrades

11. **CUSTOMER INFRASTRUCTURE ADVANCEMENT**
    - PG&E calculates the time, effort and cost of your build-out (referred to as rough order of magnitude, or ROM)

12. **CUSTOMER COMMISSIONS TTM EQUIPMENT**
    - Ensure equipment is functioning as intended:
      - Test EVSE for voltage
      - Ensure connectivity to equipment manufacturer network

13. **CUSTOMER TTM CONSTRUCTION**
    - Construct electrical infrastructure behind-the-meter (BTM)
    - Install EVSE/charging equipment
    - Complete municipal inspection(s)

14. **CUSTOMER COMMISSIONS TTM EQUIPMENT**
    - Ensure equipment is functioning as intended:
      - Test EVSE for voltage
      - Ensure connectivity to equipment manufacturer network

15. **CUSTOMER ISSUES QUALIFYING REBATES**
    - PG&E issues qualifying rebates

16. **CUSTOMER TURNS ON SERVICE**
    - PG&E activates your service once inspections are complete

**COMPLETE**

Source: Pacific Gas and Electric
take responsibility for utility coordination, operational costs, and ongoing maintenance.\textsuperscript{41, 42} The third-party owner-operator could also take responsibility for metering the charging stations, which can be done away from the retailer’s property. \textit{Table 3} below summarizes these two business models. For additional information on potential financial scenarios for passenger charging at retail locations, see \textit{Public EV Charging Business Models for Retail Site Hosts}. The primary advantage of a retailer as an owner-operator is control over pricing—retailers can have complete autonomy in choosing the pricing structure they offer their customers and being responsive to customers’ demands. However, a major disadvantage is the ongoing operation and maintenance of the charging stations, which is challenging if a retailer does not have a dedicated technical team capable of managing multiple charging stations across various locations. These services can be contracted out to a third party, but at an additional cost and responsibility to the retailer.

Alternatively, leasing the space and operation of charging stations to a third-party owner-operator has many other advantages. The third-party owner-operator is responsible for the entire process, from installation to ongoing maintenance, which is helpful, since retailers typically lack this type of in-house expertise. In addition, the retailer can gain revenue from lease payments made by the third-party owner-operator, regardless of the profitability of the charging stations.\textsuperscript{43} One disadvantage, however, is that if any operational or maintenance issues arise and customers are dissatisfied, the retailer would have limited control and must rely on the third-party owner operator to remedy those issues. Moreover, retail customers may provide feedback about the chargers directly to the retailer about their experiences, but the retailer will have to work with the third-party owner-operator to implement any changes, creating inefficiencies. In addition, negative customer experiences may result in negative consequences for the retail brand.

\textbf{Choosing a Service Provider}

Retailers should consider the importance of engaging with reputable network charging station service providers that have experience working with major retailers. These providers have a network of charging stations across the United States (and in some cases Canada).\textsuperscript{44, 45} Each has its own business model and will offer a retailer different services, depending on whether the retailer is the owner-operator or if they lease the site to a third-party owner-operator. Our interviewees recommended network charging station service providers since they already work with retailers and offer services that benefit retailers and their customers. These network charging station service providers offer drivers a mobile app, enabling customers to track their charging status and make payments. The service providers also install “smart” chargers which are adaptable to utility’s time-of-use rates, if available in the retailer’s area. Retailers can track charging station usage easily based on the customers’ usage on the network, providing retailers with more data that can be used for future planning and maintenance. A retailer can choose a service provider with the business model best suited to fit the retailer’s needs, as well as one that has already worked with a retailer within the same business segment, such as a fueling station, grocery store, movie theater, etc. Site design has been cited as an extremely complex process that requires months of lead time, and a service provider familiar with a retailer’s operations can likely accelerate this process and mitigate obstacles a retailer cannot foresee on their own.\textsuperscript{46}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Charging Station Business Models}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{RETAILER AS OWNER-OPERATOR} & \textbf{RETAILER LEASING TO THIRD-PARTY OWNER-OPERATOR} \\
\hline
Retailer purchases equipment from a charging station service provider. & 3rd party owner-operator provides equipment. \\
\hline
Retailer installs charging stations, coordinate w/utility, operates and maintains chargers. & 3rd party owner-operator installs charging stations, coordinates with utility, operates and maintains chargers. \\
\hline
Retailer controls charging price. & 3rd party owner-operator controls charging price. \\
\hline
Retailer meters the charging stations on own property. & 3rd party owner-operator meters the charging stations separately from the retailer’s property. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
**Warranty Packages**

Service providers may also offer a warranty package for their charging stations that provides comprehensive servicing needs. Service providers will offer different types of packages, depending on their business model. Warranty packages are important because frequently used chargers can require a high degree of maintenance. Some service providers perform analyses on the components that fail most frequently and will have a maintenance schedule for these parts. Examples of such components and their maintenance issues include broken connectors due to vehicles driving over them, broken screen interfaces due to vandalism, or missing pieces of wire due to theft. The price of the warranty package will make up most of the maintenance cost, and some service providers may offer renewable warranties, while others will be fixed. Costs will vary due to site-specific characteristics but can range from $575 per charger per year to $8,000–$15,000 per site, per year. Warranties can last for a variety of terms, although one utility recommended a plan ranging from 3–5 years. Some service providers will also offer a package to a retailer to perform these services.

When assessing the type of warranty package to purchase, retailers should consider the costs of general maintenance, including cleaning, labor, repairs, and shipment of replacement parts to the site. For periodic preventative maintenance (an additional cost if a retailer is the owner-operator), a technician from the service provider will come on site to perform a variety of tasks. This may include visual, environmental, mechanical, and electrical inspections of the charging stations, operation controls, and a general walkthrough of the site to ensure all equipment and software are operating smoothly and to help the retailer with any outstanding technical issues. Where possible, retailers should consider a warranty contract independent from the rest of the procurement so that they have more flexibility. In general, a shorter time frame for the contract offers more options for renegotiation. Retailers should also consider what penalties will be incurred by the vendor if the charging stations are not maintained within a set period of time and up to a standard set by the retailer. Retailers should also inquire whether a customer support call center is available for both charging customers and retailers and how maintenance tickets are managed through a vendor’s system.

**Technical Services**

Service providers offer a wide array of technical services for retailers, depending on whether a retailer chooses to be the owner-operator or leases the site to a third-party owner-operator. If a retailer is the owner-operator, a service provider may offer a warranty package to cover repair and replacement parts for charging stations. If the service provider is the owner-operator, it can support the retailer by completing the installation, engaging the utility, operating the chargers, and managing ongoing maintenance for the stations. Regardless of the business model retailers choose, they may wish to consider the benefits of a network service provider that can offer a suite of benefits that allows them to easily access charging data, manage pricing, and produce insights that can help with strategic planning.

**PRODUCT SUPPLIERS AND DELIVERY SERVICES PROVIDERS**

When considering the installation of charging stations, retailers should work with product suppliers and delivery services providers, depending on the type of infrastructure they are considering. For example, if a retailer is considering using electric delivery trucks, particularly if the retailer does not own or lease its fleet, the retailer should work with third-party product suppliers or delivery services providers to assess how many Level 2 or DCFC stations would be needed on site, so vehicles can charge while deliveries stay on schedule.

For retailers considering their Scope 3 emissions, which include transportation emissions upstream or downstream from a company, it is critical for retailers and their product suppliers to collaborate on improving goods movement and sustainable supply chains. For example, IKEA plans to make all-electric deliveries in New York City and Los Angeles County by the end of 2020 and 100 percent zero-emission home deliveries in North America by 2025. To achieve these goals, IKEA needs to work with its third-party providers, since IKEA does not own its delivery trucks. Third-party providers will need charging infrastructure along their delivery routes—both where drivers leave the trucks overnight, and where they drop off or pick up goods. Retailers sharing plans to install charging stations with product suppliers may also assist third-party providers in decisions about using EVs for deliveries.
Once that decision is reached, it can help product suppliers better schedule their delivery routes and factor in charging time at retailers’ distribution centers, factors that can potentially save the retailer and supplier fuel and logistical costs.

CUSTOMERS
Lastly, retailers should consider engaging the customers driving to their stores. Initial outreach can assess customer interest, the types of charging stations most desired, the mobile phone applications customers use to find charger locations, and the payment systems customers prefer. This outreach can also alert customers about the existence of the charging units, help create brand value, and provide customers with an additional service. IKEA, for example, surveyed its customers to assess their electric mobility preferences, then implemented a variety of EV charging stations, shuttle vans, and other electric transportation solutions across its retail locations. Building on this initial outreach with follow-up surveys and other communication channels can also evaluate consumer satisfaction, preferences, acceptable pricing structures, and even help predict future needs. As electrification of vehicles becomes more prevalent in the next 5–10 years, charging will become an even more important amenity for consumers and could broaden the competitive advantage for some retailers.

Interviewees for this brief often highlighted a theme of futureproofing—preparing a retailer to minimize the shocks of future events. It is difficult to predict the behavior of EV drivers in 2030 and project the precise ratio of public to private charging stations, or the number of Level 2 and DCFC stations. At present, what retailers can control is who they communicate with: utilities, charging station service providers, product suppliers, delivery services providers, and retail customers. Retailers should ensure that their relevant staff are engaged as well, including fleet managers, energy procurement teams, corporate sustainability teams, and supply chain teams. Retailers must be prepared to adapt to change: EV technology and behavior patterns are likely to change in the future, which can influence the types of charging provided for retailers’ suppliers and customers. As electrification becomes more prevalent, it will be critical for retailers hoping to maintain a competitive edge to remain engaged with these groups to anticipate change and to be ready for the next tool or hardware that can become a potential retail amenity.

CONCLUSION
Electrification is occurring at a rapid pace across the country, and the public and private sectors are actively deploying EV charging infrastructure for light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles. In many states, regional and national retailers have already jumpstarted efforts by installing charging stations at many of their locations. They have partnered with major charging station service providers in their efforts, citing customer demand as a reason to take action. As new retailers set out to install charging infrastructure to help vehicle electrification and meet their sustainability goals, it will be critical for them to engage utilities, charging station service providers, product suppliers, delivery service providers, and their retail customers to get the information, experience, and technical support they need to be successful.

C2ES thanks the Heising-Simons Foundation for its support of this work. As a fully independent organization, C2ES is solely responsible for its positions, programs, and publications.
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